
To Be Continued>>>>>>>>>>>Next Week 

 

Science Sleuths - A SCI-FI Science 
Adventure- Grades K to 4 

 

Professor Evan and the Forbidden City! 

Episode 2 

Using the Circle Cypher you read the message: 

IN THE EVENT OF MY DISAPPEARANCE 

Hello friends, 

If you are reading this, I have gone on ahead. I am searching for the lost city of Atlantis, I have found 

what may be its location, but I need to check. The only way into the city to unlock their knowledge is to 

build a key. The key though is broken and scattered throughout time. You must find the parts of the key 

and reassemble it and meet me at Atlantis’ gates. Use the time machine that I have hidden in the top 

shelf of my closet. I will see you there. 

Prof. E 

 Time Machine!!!! Whaaaaat?!!!! 

You whirl around, your eyes are darting around the room.  

Throwing open the door to the closet, you lookup and see a strange box on the top shelf. It’s heavy. You slowly 

lower it onto the desk. It has an old-fashioned keyboard on it. Stuck to the top is a yellow sticky note: You lean in 

for a closer look….. 

(Sticky Note Attached to the Time Machine – Using the Same Cypher as Before) 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



To Be Continued>>>>>>>>>>>Next Week 

Science Sleuths - A SCI-FI Science 
Adventure- Grades 5 to 8 

 

Professor Evan and the Forbidden City! 

Episode 2 

Using the Circle Cypher you read the message: 

IN THE EVENT OF MY DISAPPEARANCE 

Hello friends, 

If you are reading this, I have gone on ahead. I am searching for the lost city of Atlantis, I have found 

what may be its location, but I need to check. The only way into the city to unlock their knowledge is 

to build a key. The key though is broken and scattered throughout time. You must find the parts of the 

key and reassemble it and meet me at Atlantis’ gates. Use the time machine that I have hidden in the 

top shelf of my closet. I will see you there. 

Prof. E 

 Time Machine!!!! Whaaaaat?!!!!  

You whirl around, your eyes are darting around the room.  

Throwing open the door to the closet, you lookup and see a strange box on the top shelf. It’s heavy. You slowly 

lower it onto the desk. It has an old-fashioned keyboard on it. Stuck to the top is a yellow sticky note: You lean in 

for a closer look…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


